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*Growing up poor & raising sfrc;,�g kids
How he's reinventing himself at so

CJ<!STYLEWEEK BEAUTY

FAT�T�
BEAUTY
AWARDS

This unique two-in-one
device powered by
ultrasonic technology
helps unclog pores (bye
bye, blackheads!).

We love any product that
helps scale down our
beauty routine. This gel
wash with fruit extracts and
two sizes of white sugar
crystals lets us clean and
exfoliate at the same time!

DermaFlash DermaPore
Ultrasonic Pore Extractor
and Serum Infuser, $99,
dermaflash.com

Fresh Sugar Strawberry
Exfoliating Face Wash, $33,
fresh.com
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SILK

STRAWBERRY
EXFOLIATING
FACE WASH

PEONY
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OLAY
MASKS

OVl:RNIGHT GE:L MASK
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In clinical studies, this
antioxidant-packed eye cream
got near-perfect scores
for minimizing wrinkles,
improving hydration levels and
brightening the skin.
Tatcha Silk Eye Peony Melting Eye
Cream, $60, tatcha.com

fresh
F21C

This serum combines 10 percent
I-ascorbic acid - the purest
form of vitamin C - with
ceramides to help brighten skin
and improve its barrier function.
CeraVe Skin Renewing Vitamin C
Serum, $25, amazon.com
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Slathering on a mask packed with
antioxidant vitamin E and soothing
honeysuckle before bed means
waking up to a smoother, more
even-toned complexion.
Olay Overnight Gel Mask in Hydrating,
$20 , clay.com

Nourish healthy skin from
the inside out thanks to
these beauty supplements,
made with key vitamins and
nutrients including hyaluronic
acid, melatonin and zinc.
Nature's Bounty Beauty
Gels in ClearComplexion,
GoodnightLovely, and GlowOn,
$20 each, walgreens.com
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Lala Retro'" Whipped Cream
Creme fouettee
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Skin Renewing

Vitamin@
Serum
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Harsh winter weathe� can take
a serious toll on our skin. To the
rescue: a rich cream made with six
rare African oils, plant ceramides,
omega acids and green tea.
Drunk Elephant Lala Retro Whipped
Crearr,, $60, sephora.com

